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areas one can name it, relationships, career, personal life,
professional life, financial aspect, home, any under the sun.
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question so it's best to pick a deck with a theme that you like or
appeals to you as there are many different decks on the market.
There are no specific rules of the do's and don'ts to be followed
while doing the angel card reading, except the reader doing the
angel card reading or any kind of healing , readings have to be
confidential. Another aspect is" The angels and the universe is the
doer and we are just a medium "i really believe in this concept as
the universe is abundant of love, light, happiness, prosperity who
chooses us to perform and make the person doing the reading
experience it.
One can wear any form of clothes to get an angel card reading
done. One can get the reading done at any point of time , there is
no time specific. On can ask any questions to what one wants to
uplift ones soul through love and guidance.

A lot of people are familiar with "tarot cards or Tarot reading". Yes,
Angel card readings are similar but they have some differences as
well. Both angel card readings and tarot card readings help us to
explore answers within ourselves, but tarot cards are much more
structured than angel tarot cards and more often than not follow a
specific formula. An angel tarot reading, on the other hand, is often
considered free-form, with either phrases with accompanying
images or stand-alone phrases. An angel tarot reading can even
be a reading that involves only images. Another difference is As
the name implies, angel cards are composed of inspirational
phrases and words that provide a comprehensive meaning
believed to be messages from the “angels.” These messages aim
to inspire, heal, guide, and comfort a person who is going through
a difficult time. Another difference is Angel Cards are easier to
read than Tarot Cards as there are many decks for each specific

A

ngels are everywhere around us. They are in form of
miracles, people , situations, prayers , in thoughts, just
everywhere. All what we need is, Faith and the belief in us
and in them to be able to guide us in our path. Angel cards access
the energies of angelic beings that want only to love, care for and
protect humanity. Having infinite compassion for the human
condition and acting in accordance with divine laws, these beings

Therapist: Samal Shah is not only an Angel card reader but also a certified Reiki
healer, done till Level 3A of reiki under TadEkam foundation. She is also a certified
magnified healer( level 1) , a Chakra healer and a certified yoga Instructor , where
she teaches Ashtanga yoga and Hath Yoga. She is Practicing Yoga since 2014
from Yoga Institute Santacruz and Aatmabodh Academy of Yoga.
She in her Yoga therapy involves Asanas, Pranayamas, mudras, face yoga ,
different types of meditations, mantra chants chakra yoga, she works with a lot
affirmation therapy. For her, the clients comfort, details, time is of upmost value.
Before she starts to conduct any sessions with people, the case history of the
client is very essential.
Angel card therapy is a therapy started by Doreen Virtue.
There are many decks used avidly under various authors in the world.
Her calling is using Doreen Virtue's decks.
She is a certified Angel card Reader who has done her course level 1 and Level 2
from Sangeeta Das Gupta who has studied under Doreen Virtue.
Both the therapies believe in uniting the body, mind and soul.

provide guidance and insight. The lessons the angels provide
cover all aspects of human life. Angel messages provide
encouragement, positive affirmations for whatever challenges
you face. Angels mainly cater on the spiritual aspect mainly.

Angel cards access the
energies of angelic beings that
want only to love, care for and
protect humanity. Having
infinite compassion for the
human condition and acting in
accordance with divine laws,
these beings provide guidance
and insight.
They are a powerful tool for those who are seeking guidance, who
are seekers in their life. They offer specific as well as general
guidance based on the questions being asked by the person in any
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